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Abstract
Many philosophers defend the idea that freedom of the kind required for moral
responsibility is compatible with determinism. But there are also those who argue that
another kind of freedom—the kind presupposed by rational decision-making—is not
compatible with belief in determinism. The former—responsibility-compatibilists—
had better hope that the latter—deliberation-incompatibilists—are wrong, because the
conjunction of these two views leads us to an unwelcome position: government house
compatibilism. This is the view that being both rational and morally responsible is
compatible with determinism obtaining, but not with believing that it does, and that
therefore we might have reason to obscure the truth about determinism. Debates about
the relationship between determinism and moral responsibility are, therefore, more
closely related to debates about the relationship between belief in determinism and
rational decision-making than has, perhaps, been appreciated.

Discussions of free will often focus on its connection with moral responsibility.1 In this
vein compatibilists are those who believe:
Responsibility-Compatibilism: Freedom, of the kind required for moral responsibility, is
compatible with determinism.
But free will is also connected to something else we care about: rational decision-making.2
In this vein compatibilists are those who believe:
Deliberation-Compatibilism Freedom, of the kind presupposed by decision-making, is
compatible with belief in determinism.3
Discussions of these two kinds of compatibilism have, at least in the last 60 years or so,
mostly been conducted separately.4 However, there are important connections between
them which we should not ignore, not least the one this paper is about: responsibilitycompatibilism combined with deliberation-incompatibilism will lead us to some version
of government house compatibilism—views on which we have reason to obscure the truth
about determinism, and perhaps government house compatibilism itself, in order to preserve
rational decision-making and/or moral responsibility. Responsibility-compatibilists should
be concerned to avoid having to endorse this position.
1

Proof of this fact is hardly needed, but, if it is wanted, then it should suffice to note that McKenna and
Pereboom’s (2016) recent and comprehensive Free Will: a Contemporary Introduction dedicates 299 of its
304 pages to considerations primarily regarding moral responsibility.
2
In the literature rational decision-making is usually referred to by the simpler, but much more ambiguous,
term deliberation (hence the name deliberation-compatibilism). However, I think this use has led to a number
of confusions that would be harder to make if we instead used the term rational decision-making. As such I
will take this opportunity to begin reforming the terminology of the debate.
3
For a (partisan) introduction to this debate see (Pereboom 2014, Ch. 5). Defenders of deliberationcompatibilism include: (Jones 1968), (Cowan 1969), (Dennett 1984), (Waller 1985), (Kapitan 1986, 1989),
(Small 1988), (Pettit 1989), (Clarke 1992), (Bok 1998), (Nelkin 2004b, 2004a, 2011), (Levy 2006), (Pereboom 2008, 2014), (Nielsen 2011), and (Pendergraft 2014). Defenders of deliberation-incompatibilism (the
negation of deliberation-compatibilism) include: (Ginet 1966), (Taylor 1964, 1966, 1968), (van Inwagen
1983), (Broadie 2001), (Henden 2010), (Stapleton 2010), and (Cohen 2017). Some who have discussed the
issue but whose positions are more ambiguous include (Nozick 1969, 141), (Searle 2001), (Coffman and
Warfield 2005), and (Fernandes 2016).
4
Bok (1998) is a notable exception who explicitly connects her accounts of the two kinds of freedom.
Several of the authors mentioned above discuss both topics in the same work, but their discussions tend to
keep the issues rather separate.
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Why be a Deliberation-Incompatibilist?
The motivation for responsibility-compatibilism need not be rehearsed here, but perhaps
some motivation for deliberation-incompatibilism will be useful. Deliberation-incompatibilism is motivated by something like the following thought: decision-making is a necessarily comparative activity—I am always deciding whether to do A or something else—and
so it is not possible to engage in rational decision-making unless I believe that there is more
than one course of action actually open to me. But if determinism is true then there is only
one course of action actually open to me. So, if I believe in determinism and its obvious
consequences, then I must believe that there is only one course of action actually open to
me and, therefore, cannot engage in rational decision-making.
This line of thought is also supported by one of most famous arguments in the debate
about free will: the consequence argument. In van Inwagen’s intuitive presentation:
If determinism is true, then our acts are the consequences of the laws of nature
and events in the remote past. But it is not up to us what went on before we
were born, and neither is it up to us what the laws of nature are. Therefore,
the consequences of these things (including our present acts) are not up to us
(van Inwagen 1983, 16) [emphasis added].
Similarly Ginet’s early presentation concludes that if determinism is true:
...no human being ever has a choice as to whether or not he shall behave as he
does (Ginet 1966, 88).
These arguments may well tell us something about moral responsibility, but if anything
surely they show that believing in determinism and its consequences is incompatible with
rational decision-making—I cannot engage in rational decision-making about whether to
do something I believe I do not have a choice about, or I believe is not up to me. Now that
3

we have some sense of what would motivate one to be a deliberation-incompatibilist we
need to ask: what is so bad about government house compatibilism anyway?

The Problem with Government House Compatibilism
Endorsing both responsibility-compatibilism and deliberation-incompatibilism leads naturally to the following thought (and hence the name ‘government house compatibilism’5 ):
even if I believe that determinism is true I should try to convince other people that indeterminism
is true—because if they do come to believe in determinism they will no longer be able to
engage in rational decision-making. And, in so far as I believe that rational decision-making
generally leads to better results than other methods of settling what we will do, I seem to
have strong reasons to want other people to engage in rational decision-making. This deception should, most likely, extend to myself in the future; I should now try to make it the
case that my future self believes determinism is false.
These consequences might not be so bad if I was a responsibility-incompatibilist: what
is the use, I might ask, of rational decision-making when no one is morally responsible for
their acts anyway? My reason to obscure the truth about determinism is undercut by my
belief that determinism would undermine moral responsibility anyway. And it seems that
the responsibility-incompatibilist might have reason to obscure the truth about determinism
that is not dependent on any link with rational decision-making.
But responsibility-compatibilists do generally believe that if determinism is true at least
some people are sometimes morally responsible for their acts. Government house compatibilists should, therefore, do what they can to maintain our ability to engage in rational
5

The analogy with a naïve version of Government House Utilitarianism should be clear. Government
House Utilitarianism says that while Utilitarianism is in fact the true account of normative ethics, it itself says
that the ethically best thing to do is believe some other theory. So those in the know about Utilitarianism
should keep it to themselves and convince others to follow the other theory that Utilitarianism says it would
be better to believe. There are no actual proponents of such a theory as far as I know, but the idea comes up
in conversation often enough. Something along these lines is discussed by Sidgwick ([1907] 1962, 480-492)
and Sen and Williams (1982, 15).
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decision-making. Exactly what this requires them to do is a contingent matter, but it might,
for example, require one to lie about the evidence one has regarding determinism, to destroy books which argue in favour of determinism, or to reduce funding to projects which
aim to investigate determinism. These are not happy consequences.
The problem for government house compatibilists will be particularly bad if they subscribe to the common claim that moral responsibility is not only compatible with but in fact
requires determinism.6 First, because this increases the tension within government house
compatibilism. If determinism is necessary for moral responsibility, but belief in indeterminism is necessary for rational decision-making then one cannot be a responsible and
rational decision-maker unless one believes a falsehood—that determinism is false when in
fact it is true.
Second, because it gives this version of government house compatibilism reason to be
self-effacing—that is, not only to obscure the truth of determinism but also to obscure the
truth of government house compatibilism itself. If determinism is necessary for moral responsibility it will be impossible for any government house compatibilist to simultaneously
engage in rational decision-making and believe that they are morally responsible. If they
believe in determinism then they can believe they are morally responsible but cannot engage in rational decision-making; if they believe in indeterminism then they can engage
in rational decision-making but cannot believe they are morally responsible.7 Such a government house compatibilist then has good reason to obscure the truth of determinism and
government house compatibilism itself in so far as they have reason to regard belief in
moral responsibility as important. Many compatibilists do think such belief is important,
for example those who fear that a lack of belief in moral responsibility makes agents more
likely to engage in immoral behaviour or undermine our legitimate punishing practices in
6

See, for example, (Hume [1748] 2007, §VIII) or (Hobart 1934).
Assuming that rational decision-making is compatible with indeterminism. Combining the view that
rational decision-making is incompatible with both determinism and indeterminism with responsibilitycompatibilism will obviously face even greater worries.
7
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unacceptable ways (McKenna and Pereboom 2016, §11.8).
On the other hand those compatibilists who take moral responsibility to be compatible
with both determinism and indeterminism (for example most Strawsonian compatibilists8 )
might try to take some of the sting out of the problem: if they have independent reason
to deny that determinism is true they can claim that in the actual world there is no need
for them to obscure the truth about anything. However, making this claim will undermine one of the reasons that either way compatibilisms of this kind are attractive: they
make the existence of moral responsibility independent of how the world turns out to be
with respect to determinism. It will also obscure what the difference is between this form
of compatibilism and a libertarian-deliberation-incompatibilism: both insist that rational
decision-making is incompatible with belief in determinism, and both rely on the falsity
of determinism to make their account of moral responsibility plausible. Finally, if we are
unsure whether determinism is true (as we surely in fact are) then these government house
compatibilists might have good reason not to investigate any evidence that might lead us to
believe in determinism, since their view will face the above challenges if we do come to
believe (or even have high credence) in determinism. None of the above are consequences
the responsibility-compatibilist should be happy to accept.

Making the Problem Worse
Things are not looking good for government house compatibilism, and they are about to get
worse. Notice another very plausible connection between moral responsibility and rational
decision-making:
Responsibility Requires Rational Decision-Making An agent, X, is morally responsible
for φing only if X’s φing was a product of X’s rational decision-making, either the
rational decision to φ or some prior rational decision leading to X’s φing.
8

I.e. those following in the tradition of (Strawson 1962).
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Intuitively this principle says that only those beings which can consider reasons for and
against their acts and come to rational decisions about what to do are morally responsible.
Such a principle will be especially appealing to defenders of reasons-responsive compatibilism, for example Fischer and Ravizza (1998), who claim moral responsibility is dependent on acts being caused by mechanisms that are appropriately responsive to reasons—
unimpeded rational decision-making is surely the example par excellence of such a mechanism.9 But it should also be attractive to other compatibilists: First, accounts of moral
responsibility generally require that an agent was aware of both what they were doing and
of its moral status (though these epistemic conditions are often mentioned only to be put to
the side). But if an agent is incapable of rational decision-making it is unclear how such
awareness is relevant to their acts, because it is unclear how such awareness could be involved in their production if not via rational decision-making. Second, acts which are not
the products of rational decision-making are generally good examples of non-voluntary acts
and compulsions. Anyone who wishes to deny the connection between moral responsibility
and rational decision-making will have to give us some account of the difference between
non-voluntary acts and acts which are not the product of any rational decision. Such an
account is not likely to be easy to provide.
But when we combine the claim that moral responsibility requires rational decisionmaking with government house compatibilism we will find that an agent can be morally
responsible for their acts only if they believe that determinism is false, whether or not it
actually is. Again, this will be particularly bad if moral responsibility requires determinism.
For then it will be impossible to be morally responsible while believing the truth; you are
morally responsible only if determinism is true but you don’t believe it. If undermining
rational decision-making was not enough reason to obscure the truth of determinism, surely
undermining rational decision-making and moral responsibility is.
9

It should also be particularly attractive to Kantians who take morality to be grounded in practical reason
(Bagnoli 2017, §2).

7

The Upshot
Responsibility-compatibilists should be interested in questions about determinism and rational decision-making more than they generally have been. They should be particularly
interested to show that deliberation-compatibilism is true. This task will not necessarily be easy; the arguments and objections which feature in debates about responsibilitycompatibilism are often quite different from those that feature in debates about deliberationcompatibilism. Not least because in the former discussion what is important is whether determinism obtains, while in the latter it is whether agents believe that determinism obtains.
There are, of course, parallels between the debates, but the responsibility-compatibilist
cannot be content with simply assuming that they will be able to show that deliberationcompatibilism is true—they need to actually show this, unless they are content to accept
government house compatibilism.
To take a concrete example: Strawsonian compatibilism is based on the idea that moral
responsibility is grounded in our reactive attitudes and that we will continue to feel the same
reactive attitudes even if we come to believe that determinism is true. But nothing in this
standard version of the view shows that we would not give up on rational decision-making
were we to come to believe determinism were true. And if that is the case then the Strawsonian will, reactive attitudes notwithstanding, have to endorse government house compatibilism. Strawsonian compatibilists therefore need some argument for why deliberationcompatibilism is true, and it looks likely that this argument will be independent of the
arguments they have advanced for their brand of responsibility-compatibilism. They have
more work to do.
For another concrete example, consider Frankfurt’s (1969) famous argument that alternative possibilities for action are not required for moral responsibility: the existence of a
counterfactual intervener who blocks all but one course of action does not undermine our
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intuition that an agent is morally responsible for following that course of action. This argument allows the responsibility-compatibilist to sidestep questions about whether more than
one course of action is open in deterministic worlds. But it seems clear that if the agents
in Frankfurt style cases knew about the counterfactual intervener then they would not be
able to engage in rational decision-making about whether to follow the inevitable course of
action the intervener wants them to—they could not believe that they had a choice about
whether to do so. Though perhaps they can deliberate about related issues like whether they
should follow this course of action for some reason or other, or whether they have reason
to resist the intervener even if they will end up doing the same thing. The responsibilitycompatibilist therefore cannot (at least without substantial modification) help themselves
to Frankfurt’s arguments when discussing deliberation-incompatibilism—they need new
tools.
The possibility of determinism poses a challenge for moral responsibility, while the possibility of belief in determinism poses a challenge for rational decision-making. While these
issues are logically separable we cannot address them entirely separately: the plausibility of
our response to one issue may depend on our response to the other. In particular, plausible
responsibility-compatibilism relies on the truth of deliberation-compatibilism, and as such,
responsibility-compatibilists should pay more attention to arguments concerning rational
decision-making and (belief in) determinism.10
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